DECORATING

Bucolic

VISION

Achieve the layered charm of a classic English
country home with a quintessentially English
mix of fabrics, wallpapers and accessories

T

he English country house aesthetic blends
practicality and refinement in a relaxed but
considered manner. Here old and new can
sit together companionably: exposed beams
full of character can be juxtaposed with the latest
wallpapers; tumbled stone floors, so practical for rural
life, can be softened with an antique rug; and plaster
walls can provide a simple backdrop to curtains in the
latest embroideries and exuberant floral prints.
The mood should exude relaxed confidence with
layers of colour, pattern and textures, creating a
rich tapestry. Country houses suit natural patterns
– botanicals and florals abound – combined with
eclectic prints and woven plains for weight and texture.
Consider diverse patterns on walls, floors and soft
furnishings as well as accessories for harmonious
clashing to create an informal, lived-in appeal that
is attractive to the eye and promises comfort.
Well-upholstered seating filled with cushions,
beds made with crisp white sheets, topped with quilts
and blankets, and interlined curtains to stop any
possibility of a draught entering – an English country
home, above all, should have a relaxed, welcoming
ambience, making all within
content to sit back and
revel in its charming style.

ABOVE LEFT The
relaxed charm of
natural flooring is
offset with a sweet
ruffled flounce.
Chair, Foss, Natural,
£79 a metre, Colefax
and Fowler
ABOVE A large-scale
floral print exudes
country character.
Summer Peony,
Aqua, £98 a metre,
GP & J Baker
LEFT Wallpaper
inspired by a
17th-century Indian
wallhanging adds
eclectic character.
Citadel, £73.93 a
metre, Lewis & Wood
OPPOSITE A dresser
backed with a pretty
wallpaper and laden
with china is almost
a prerequisite in a
country kitchen.
Diamond Flower,
Soft Blue, £95 a roll,
Charlotte Gaisford
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STYLE NOTES:
• Embrace a combination of patterns
• Florals, whether bloom-filled chintzes,
painterly chinoiseries or ditsy prints, will
harmonise within a country house
• Mix in globally inspired patterns and
accessories for an eclectic flavour

ABOVE LEFT The rich
colours of an antique rug
chime with the pinks, reds
and blues in a new design
by Schuyler Samperton
based on an antique French
document. See p80 for a
closer detail.
Floriana, Tranquila, £990 a
roll, Schuyler Samperton
Textiles at Tissus d’Hélène
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LEFT Layer crisp bedlinen
with a comforting quilt.
Pink scalloped edge
pillowcases from £22; Piqué
quilt, from £295, Sarah K
ABOVE This immersive
trailing design is perfect
for a country dining room.
Peony Garden, £528 a
roll, Flora Roberts at
Hamilton Weston

The new Cotswold Manor
collection by Zoffany
features designs that
epitomise the country
house look with an eclectic
blend of glamour,
opulence and quietly
reserved designs.
Storks & Thrushes, Tuscan
Pink/Cobalt, £199 a widewidth panel, Zoffany



DECORATING

STYLE NOTES:
• In grander properties, make the most
of generous proportions and high
ceilings with large-scale designs on
fabrics and wallpapers
• Give a nod to the history of a home with
antiques and period-inspired pieces

Amplify the grandeur of an
impressive entrance and
staircase with a large-scale
floral paper.
Floral Rococo, Red/Plum,
£135 a roll, Icons
collection, Mulberry Home
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ABOVE Combine
classic antiques with
more contemporary
pieces – this ottoman
adds a shapely tocuh
and the deep fringe
is both traditional
and of the moment.
The Trefoil Ottoman
in Moss velvet,
£2,300, Anbôise
ABOVE RIGHT
A pared-back
watercolour of
poppies in inky
indigo is a perfect

choice for a modern
country kitchen.
Lo wallpaper,
Indigo Blue, £79.68
a roll, Sandberg
RIGHT A Victorianstyle bed gives a
period note to this
charming bedroom
styled in a
quintessential fashion
by Cutter Brooks.
Rebecca cast-iron
bed, from £1,240,
The Cornish
Bed Company
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LEFT Celebrate
native flora and
fauna in countryinspired designs.
Cushions (from left),
Hidcote, Natural/
Gold, £75 a metre;
Beauchamp velvet,
Ochre, £90 a metre,
both James Hare
RIGHT This hallway
by Vanrenen GW
Designs is an
uplifting display of
classic country style
with a modern twist.
BELOW A detail of
Schuyler Samperton’s
Floriana wallpaper
(see also p76)
showing the
craquelure giving an
aged patina. Just add
leopard print for
contemporary twist.
Floriana, Oro,
£990 a roll, Schuyler
Samperton Textiles
at Tissus d’Hélène

A fine chinoiserie-style
fabric adds glamour
against a rustic finish
on the walls and floors.
Chinoiserie Hall,
Bamboo & Rose, £129
a metre, Sanderson n

• Seek out designs that
reference the country location
– think meadow flowers, oak
leaves and garden birds
• Combine old and new, rustic
and refined, classic and
modern for a layered,
gradually evolved look
• Balance the practical with
the indulgent for a country
abode that is suited to rural
life yet feels comfortable,
relaxed and luxurious for
homeowners and guests alike
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STYLE NOTES:

FOR WHERE TO BUY SEE ADDRESS BOOK
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